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gpirais fin Nature and Art,
I HAVE to thank you for a very kind notice of my little

essay (m, spirals, and I venture to troubfie yum further on the
subject, because your East paragraph, criticfising my attribu-
tion of spiral curves in flight to Leonardo, gives me an
opportunity of making a correction to which, I feel sure,
yam" courtesy to a distinguished scientific writer wih enable
me to give publicity. It appears that, in pp. 153 to 155
of my study of spirals, and in the figures 45 and 46 therein
fincluded, I have uncensciously done an injustice to the
Original researches on flight published by Dr. 3. Bell
Pettigrew, M.D., LL.D.. RRQS” Chandos professor of
medicine and anatemy at the University of St. Andrew"::,
who, E now find‘ has been Steadiiy engaged on the problem
of flight since 1867‘ and has apparently published many
papers and memoirs or: the subject in the Proceeding? of
he Royal Institution of Great Britain? the 7!’mn.mcfiiam
of the Linnean Society and of the Royal Seciety of Edin—
burgh, and elsewhere.
My figure 45, which you acutely ascribe to its right

authc-r, is of very lime importance to my argument, and
only a side-issue in my eesay, but it is right to say that
it is Dr. Pettigrew’s original figure, and should have been
acknowledged as such in my pages. Had I known of this,
I think I need hardly assure you that this acknewledgment
wauld have been inserted, and that Dru Pettigrew‘s c-wn
expianation «3f the figure would have been substituted for
What he woulfi justly stigmatise as the incorrect expiam
ation given in my text” I have aim to add that Prof.
Marey‘s photograph of a flying pigeon, which I attributed
to the Only source I knew, was reaily an illustratian Of the
alternate and opposite rise and fali of the body and the
Wings 0f .3 Mn? in flight, a principle first descrihefi and
figured by Dr. Pettigrew in his memoir on “ The Physic-
ic-gy of VVEngs” (Tl'rans. Royo Sac. Edin., 2870), and
acknowledged by Prof. Marey as a pyevieug discm'ery.

THEODORE ANDREA COOK.

mistrihutien of Calaetemau

IN December, 289:, I found in a pit near Port Katsura.
a few miles off thig place, a species of Calostoma in ahuhd~
ante, and this year I see the same fungus now and then
occurring here. I send yet: some specimens at it herewith,
353 the hope that same mycolegist of your acquaintance may
determine it in my behel‘”. Of all" the species given in Mr.
Masee’s menogmph rzi the genus in the Annals of Botany,
VOL, xi, 1888, it seems most hear C, Ravenelii: MaSs.

if my memory dee as me not, Mr. iassee. in the same
paper, divided the genus Cal fitoma into two grouhe, the
soncalled eastern group, gm' mg in Asia and the aajacent
islands, With glohose spares, and the western group, the
habitats of which are America and Australia, with elliptical
spores. Now the Japanese species in question has its sporee
oblong-ehiptical, which fact would seem tG necessitate such a
naming of the groups as eastern and western to be modified
mere or less. KUMAGUSU MINAKAIA.
Mount Nachi, Ki}, Japan‘ June 5.

 

  

 

Tm: specimens of fungi from japan heiong t0 Calosiama
Ravanelii, Mass., agreeing in every essential point with
the type. of that species preserved in the herbarium at
Kew.

In the monograph referred to in the Ietter acmmpanying
the specimens, the form of the spares was :10: made a baeis
of ci'assificmion, but the fact was simply pointed out that
eastern specie possessed gia‘bose spores, whereas in ah
kncwza western species the spares were elliptical,
The fan of a North American species occurring in japan,

whhe very interesting. will not cause surprise to botanists,
considering the intimate relationship between the phanemu
gamic flora 0f the two countries. GEO. MASSEE.

Echoes} Geemetry Referm.

Ix your issue of juhe 25, Mr. R. VJ. H '1‘. Hudson
Cl'ltiCESBS the met that, in my “ 'lementax'y Gemxxetry,”

NO. I761, VOL. 68]
 

1 give. three meanings 9f the word angle, the third
being what may be c"1!ed the “ sector of piane
space ” meaning.
He considers that, even if not wrong, it is undesirable

in a scheol beak. It seema to me that the one essential
point. which requires attention in intmducihg' a new subject
to boys and girls 3's to attach a clear, definite meanin')’ to
the terms employed, and that, if there be any terms‘ Sue“
as this ward “ angle," of which many people have confused
notions ewing to the bringing tevether and blurring 05
two or three distinct meanings, then those meanings should
be carefully dissected.
Mr. Hudson quotes with approval the French writers

who, while stating that an angle is a simple undefinabie
idea, incidentally give “ inciinaisen mutuelle ” as a
syhenym; personaliy, I am adverse to the word “ inclin»
ation,” it seems t0 mean a “ Eeamng towards one
another,” Whereas- an angle is a “Ieanino' away from
one another,” if i: be a leaning at all. i have endeavoured
to express this idea in my secand meaning, viz. the “ widen
mess” of the opening between two radii drawn from a
point.
That the spacesector meaning is impiied in nineteenth

century Euciids is indisputable, e.g. in iii. 2e we have
“ Case i., when the centre is within the angie ”-----haw could
the centre he within a “ mutuai ihclinaticn " or within ” an
ameunt 0f turning ”? Again, “ a selid angle is . . . made
by . . . plane angles . . . meeting at one point”»--lmw
can ” mutuai inclinatiens ” meet? I doubt. even if a
” mutua} inclinaticn ” is more capable of being h§sected
than is any other abstract quality, say, for example,
gratitude.
Mr. Hudson speaks of the axiom, “ w. {1e 3 greater than

its part ”: surely this is no axiom at a“; it, is a definition,
whether ef “ a part ” or of “ greater than " would not
venture to say:

Whether my position be right 03‘ wrong, it is surely
preferable to the attitude which makes geometry the
” science of the undefina 1e.“

1 am grateful to your reviewer for the suggestion that
angfies shouid he queted in decimals of a degree rather than
w the nearest ten minutes, and will adopt the suggestien
as soon as possible.

.1
‘

FRANK R. BARRELL.
University College, Bristol, July 6"

The Moen’e Fhasee amt Thunderstorms.

IN connectieh with the note in NATURE (july 9‘ p. 232),
i: is interesting to compare the resuits of Prefl W. .
Pickering with thaee obtainedhy Schiaparelh in 1868, from
the discussion of observations made. in Vigevano (north
italy) fer thirty-eight years (1827/“1864‘; by Du Sire
Serafini.
“ Sehbene i numeri delia seconda coloring presentiho delie

grandi irregelarita he] 10m andamento, sembra tuttavia
htduhitato, Che hella prime mete della iunaziene i temporali
debhane in generate essere menu frequeriti she raefla
seconda. Facendo 1a somma di 5 in 5 per veder meglie la
legge di progressione, 5i vede che i1 minimum cede verso
ii 59 giomo della Eunazione, i1 maximum verso i1 24", E M
properziome della frequemza minima 21113 massima e quefila
di ICE : 153, 01$ :2 quasi esattamente di 3 :33”

Translated into English, the quotation reads as foliows :m
“ Although the figures of the second column shew great
irregularities in} their proceeding, it seems nevertheless
undoubted that in the first half of a lunation thunder"
storms may he, generaily speaking, less frequent than
in the second. Adding 5 by 5 in order t0 see better
the law of progression? 011Earemarks that the mini-—
mum falls towards the 5th day of the lunation and the
maximum towards the 24th. The ratio of the Seast
frequency to the greatest is that of 1012:53, or almost
exactly at 2:3.” (Cléma di Vigevano: Milano Vaiiardi,
1868, pc 810‘;
The cenclusion is thus exactly the reverse 9f what Prof.

VVD H. Pickering has found.
Ormvzo ZANOTTI BEA 'co.
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